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For some organizations, it makes sense to develop a database system that supports reporting, auditing,
problem tracking, and certain project management (PM) functions rather than buy a commercial
configuration management (CM) product that additionally provides capabilities such as version
control, build, merge, and conflict identification. This article provides examples of organizations that
have developed a CM database and discusses the relationship between the PM and CM disciplines.
Project managers and program managers
need ready information about the status
of the system they are maintaining/
developing to answer the questions:
• What are the pieces of the system?
• How do the pieces relate?
• Which pieces are being purchased?
• Which pieces are under maintenance
contract?
• What am I spending to maintain a
component?
• How many change requests are outstanding and against which components?
• What is the status of a change?
• What components present the greatest
business, schedule, and technical risks?
These are a sample of many questions
that can be asked.

Project Management and
Configuration Management
A search for answers may bring a person
to more than one management discipline,
namely the project management discipline
and the configuration management discipline. EIA Standard IS-649 [1]1 notes the
relationship between these disciplines, and
Ovum observes that the relationship will
be reflected in the tools that support PM
and CM [2].2 While tools can be bought
to help answer the questions, the challenge is in finding one that most closely
meets your functional, budgetary, and cultural requirements.
This article assumes you have determined that most of your questions are of a
CM status reporting nature. Tables 1 and
2 list the kind of information typically
attributed to PM and CM. The tables also
enhance understanding of the relationship
between the PM and CM disciplines if
you modify the PM information table by
substituting the words “problem/change”
for “project.” Often a problem/change
becomes a project if it is big enough.
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The vendor of a COTS CM product
might point out that the vendor’s product
can be customized to any process, that it
will be more mature than a home-grown
tool (better documentation, ready training,
fewer defects) and that maintenance costs
will be lower. There is the potential additional advantage of having all the data and
CM functionality in a single system as
noted by Ovum’s Clive Burrows:

actualprogress with respectto planned progress
individualresource profiles (skills,laborrate)
w ork breakdown structure codes
and associated fields
dependencies forprojecttasks
projectcalendar
schedule im pacts due to increased workload
flexible costreporting (e.g.by account,departm ent)
criticalpath
G anttchartview ofprojectschedule

Table 1. Representative PM Information
listofconfigured item s
m ap changes/problem s to engineerassigned
statusofproblem /changes (open,deferred,closed)
reportprogress on problem /changes
version inform ation
differences betw een versions
file revision history

Gathering management information is
greatly simplified if change features are
part of the CM system—without them,
complex cross-references between different
databases are required, and full navigation
and searching may not be possible.

Table 2. Representative CM Information

Buy vs. Build
A manager with access to in-house software development expertise may, at some
point, consider the expense and effort of
evaluating, procuring, customizing, and
maintaining a commercial-off-the-shelf
product (COTS) vs. the expense and
effort of building and maintaining a tool.
While COTS tools usually include some
kind of database, they are not specifically a
database. For the manager who is focused
specifically on the kind of functionality
that a database system, including a graphical user interface and database engine, can
provide, the COTS CM tools are not necessarily the most attractive option. Often
an in-house developed database is a better
match functionally. Some may be more
easily procured, if the in-house development resources are available.
Aside from functionality and economics, cultural issues may sway a manager to build rather than buy the tool.
The argument, “We are a development
organization; why pay outsiders to do
what we can do?” carries some weight.
Your people may simply want to build
their own tool vs. learn a COTS product,
so there is a morale issue or bias.

Unfortunately, many CM vendors have
developed their own add-on capability in
this area using new development tools, different databases, and even a different style
of user interface. In some cases, the only
area of commonality is the product "badge"
created by the marketing department [3].

In practice, the buy vs. build decision
is not an either/or solution. This author
sees a lot of organizations that use COTS
products for some CM requirements and
"roll their own" CM database to handle
status accounting and project management requirements. Here are three such
organizations.

Three Air Force Examples
1. In the 1980s, the Automatic Test
Equipment projects in TIS at Hill
AFB had developed an in-house
database in dBase IV, a nonrelational
database tool available from Inprise
Corporation (formerly Borland). In
1997, TIS used its own software
developers to migrate the database to
a Microsoft Access implementation to
control the status accounting requirements for configuration management.
When TIS was contracted to
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Lessons Learned

configuration manage the GTACS 3
software, it followed the Program
Office mandate to use and implement
CCC Harvest. The GTACS software
development community required a
robust code management tool. After a
year of working with Harvest, TIS
chose to keep its Microsoft Access
database for another year and then
migrate it to Oracle and also retain
CCC Harvest. The bottom line was
that it needed Harvest for the code
management and it liked its in-house
developed database for information
management.
2. CIDSS at Peterson AFB maintains the
software for the Space Environmental
Support System. It chose Microsoft
Access to implement Project Logging
and Tracking Tool (PLATT), a database that tracks requirements submitted by the customer as well as internally generated software maintenance
tasks. While not experienced with
Microsoft Access as a development
tool, one CIDSS person with strong
software development background and
the ability to learn implemented the
database. Version control of software
code at CIDSS is implemented using
Configuration Management System by
Digital Electronics Corp.
3. TISHB at Hill AFB develops operational flight software for the F-16
multirole fighter. For the past seven
years it has used a database that
TISHB developed to track changes to
the software and associated test
stands. The approach has been successful for at least two reasons:
1) the Sybase Server used to implement the database is used for several
other applications and was already
available when the buy or build decision was made.
2) the responsiveness of in-house
Sybase expertise means changing
requirements are implemented readily.
As a capability becomes obsolete, it is
deleted from the system. Version control, file merging, and build management are implemented at TISHB
using Concurrent Versions System
freeware with a user interface that
12
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TISHB developed.
There is a common thread in these three
scenarios. All of the above organizations
are using some COTS product for CM,
but also chose to implement a database
on their own.

Recommendations
Define your process and requirements.
Whether you buy or build, half the battle
is defining your requirements [4].
Requirements drive your database design
and implementation, or your evaluation
and customization of a COTS product.
Documenting your current approach to
CM is part of the definition task. You may
also have in mind a desired future process
that differs from the current process; if so,
also document the future process.
Walk, do not run.
As a manager, can I live with my current
mode of operation, and if so, for how
long? Boeing's approach to developing a
database over several years was successful
for them [5]. You will need to trade off
the time required to implement a database vs. the cost and quality issues to
implement that database. Faster implementation means more initial expense
(purchase or development) or less quality
(less functionality and/or more bugs).
Use as little automation as practical.
Some level of automation will be appropriate in managing the data that answers
the questions posed in this article’s introductory paragraph, but you will want to
use as little as practical. This will maximize your answers and minimize the cost
of maintaining the automation. Do not
maintain a high-end tool when a spreadsheet will provide the answers.

Conclusion
As a manager, do I have internal expertise
that is available for implementing a soluProduct
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tion based on my well-defined requirements? Do I have the needed database
development tools available? If so, the
build option is attractive. Table 3 is a representative list of database development
tools.◆
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Notes
1. Configuration management principles
underlie sound business practices used
throughout industry and government to
provide: . . . Access to accurate information essential to the product's development, fabrication, production, use,
maintenance, procurement, and eventual disposal.
2. ...in future the scope of what is considered to be CM will undoubtedly include
strong links with project management
systems.
3. Ground-based C2 elements of the Theater
Air Control System supporting air operations performed by the Combat Air
Forces.
4. This is a representative list, not an
exhaustive one. The list is for information only; no endorsement of these
products or vendors is implied.
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